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About This Game

Sun Blast is the best 3d space shooter on Steam. Earn upgrades as you fight your way through a massive seleciton of
levels.
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Sun Blast bills itself as a game inspired by Star Fox. Having played it, I would say it more accurately reminds me of an arcade
game with a Star Fox feel to it. You have the choice of three ships to play as and each level consists of different types of
enemies or obstacles. Survive an Asteroid bombardment, defeat fleets of enemy ships, collect upgrades to your ship, and go
head to head with a mothership. I think the game is fun for an arcade-style game. I would have liked to see a little more variety,
but visually it looks pretty good for an arcade-style game.. It's not a bad game, really. just unremarkable. Waves of identical
baddies come at you and you need to dodge or shoot them. The repetitive enemies makes this feel bland and grindy.. Holy don't
ever. I bough this game only to have acces on cs go market :D. Game is solid . simple controls as might would feel weird at the
start their getting right later . Game is simple but nice and enjoyable if u have someone to challenge . it looks kinda repetitive so
its gameplay is quite short . 6/10 - my opinion heres me playing it.. Game with that old classic feel but with better graphics. Was
able to get all the way to the final boss but I just couldn't beat the dam thing and its just so frustrating. Especially when you die,
you go all the way back to first level you did after you beat a level, if your just starting then I assume you go back to level 1 if
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you died to the first boss. Theres 4 levels before getting to that final guy and part of the reason I'm mad at the dam thing is
because that giant bar going across the top of the screen that shows your buffs, it gets in the way whenever the final boss fired
something at me from behind it and I wouldn't know so I couldn't dodge it half the time. Besides that little annoyance, fun game.
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